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f you were a spectator or exhibitor at the NOC in Grey 
Summit, MO, this past March, you would have been looking

out at a “sea of gold” – meaning, there were Goldens everywhere,
either performing in the rings, about to go in a ring, warming-up or
standing in the winner’s circle. The impressive number of Goldens
that qualified and placed was a huge statement about the popularity
of our breed and their sincere desire to please their people.

The AKC made a few changes to the format of the Invitational
this year. The qualification criteria did not change. To qualify, dogs
either had to be in the top 10 percent of Goldens, top 25 All Breed
(in terms of OTCH points) or have placed in the top four at one of
a few qualifying trials during the qualifying period. At the end of the
qualifying period, the AKC sent out invitations to all that met the
criteria. For this past NOC, after invitations were issued and entries
were logged, there were 35 Goldens going to Grey Summit to com-
pete. The total number of all dogs entered was 121. Goldens repre-
sented an impressive 28 percent of the total.

The NOC ran over two days – with all entered dogs working
through eight rings. There was one judge in each ring, and competi-
tors were required to perform two to three obedience exercises from
the Open and Utility levels. Once you had completed the exercises
in a ring, the judge added up the score and gave it to a table steward.
The table steward wrote the score on a small handheld paddle and
held it up for everyone to see. At least you knew – at that moment –
what your score was for that particular ring.

At the conclusion of Saturday’s exercises, “Group” placements
were decided and the top 50 dogs overall were set to compete again
on Sunday. Not surprisingly, the top four placements in the Sporting
Group were awarded to Goldens. And even more impressive, Gold-
ens took 25 placements in top 50 group.

Here is the ranking of Sporting Dogs at the conclusion of Satur-
day’s event:

1st  NOC OTCH High Times Ris’N Above The Tide UDX23
OGM RE Kathleen Rasinowich-Platt – score 737.0

2nd  OTCH Goldenloch Lay Down Your Bets UDX13 OGM
RN Peggy McConnell – score 735.0

3rd  OTCH High Times Uncharted Waters UDX6 OGM GN
RA Kathleen J. Rasinowich-Platt – score 732.5+

4th  OTCH High Times Instant Soup UDX2 OM4 SH NA
NAJ Bridget Carlsen – score 732.5

On Saturday afternoon, there was an awards ceremony to recog-
nize the Top 50 dogs, as well as the winners in each Group. Com-
memorative pins were given to the Top 50 placements and
ribbons/plaques to the Top 4 in each Group.

Moving on to Sunday’s competition – when the Top 50 dogs
would compete again – the scores were reset and all 50 dogs started
over with a clean slate. That means that dogs which might have
NQ’d an exercise on Saturday — but which were still ranked in the
Top 50 — were able to start over again on the same footing as dogs
who had qualified in all rings.

The format for Sunday included eight rings again, but this time
only two exercises were required. After all the dogs had rotated
through the rings and scores were tabulated, another awards cere-
mony was held at lunchtime. The Top 20 dogs were announced —
ribbons were awarded and those Top 20 moved on to the final com-
petition. Again, the scores were reset and everyone started out with a
clean slate. It was wonderful to see that Goldens took 14 of the Top
20 slots!

For the last event, the format changed a bit and there were only
four rings with two exercises in each ring. But now there were two
judges in each ring and the scores from both judges were added
together to get a final score for each dog in each ring. At the conclu-
sion of the ring work, there were a few exciting run-offs for the Top
10.

And finally – much to the joy of anyone who loves and trains
Goldens – the results showed that nine (9!) Goldens were numbered
in the Top 10. Congratulation to Bridget and Saucy for winning
their first NOC! Go to YouTube and type in “Bridget Saucy Cham-
pionship 2015” to see them work.

Thanks to Pix’n Pages owned by Nicky Dronoff-Guthrie for
providing the winning photo of the four Goldens. Nicky had five
personally trained photographers that took over 30,000 images of
the weekend. The photographers did a great job of staying out of the
way and capturing some great moments of the handlers and dogs in
the ring. 

OTCH HIGH TIMES INSTANT SOUP UDX2 OM4 SH NA 
NAJ OBHF – “Saucy” Owner: Bridget Carlsen

I would like to start by giving congrats to all that made the top
10. It’s an amazing accomplishment to place against such tough
competition. The last NOC I competed in was in 2006. (Bridget
was first runner-up in 2005 & 2006 with Saucy’s dam OTCH High
Times Belvedere’s Duck Soup UDX17 OM4 MH MX MXJ WC***
OD OBHF.) I did enjoy the new format, as it kept you very busy.
The downside to it is that you are so busy it’s very hard to watch
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other teams. I have invested interest in many of the teams competing, whether it
is a dog that was bred by my parents, Nancy and John Miner, or myself. Also,
there were a few competing at the NOC that are sired by my OTCH MACH
High Times Whata Hoot UDS15 OM5 MH*** MXB MJB OS OBHF ADHF .
It was fun to see the offspring that I have never had the honor of watching
before. A huge highlight for me as a breeder/exhibitor was being able to sneak a
peek at some of the other High Times dogs, as there were many in the top 20
and the top10.

This was “Saucy’s” first NOC. Coming into the event I felt more prepared
than I ever had in past events. I believe she was prepared mentally and physi-
cally. We had to compete in 20 rings and Saucy could have done 20 more. I
attribute this to my training and my parents’ breeding program. Without the
raw material you cannot build a great machine. I will always be indebted to my
parents for giving me the best building blocks possible.

Saucy is now taking a break from obedience so I may pursue my other
goal for her. The goal I am referring to is QAA. Also, along with that, she needs
to finish her MH. This is her true love and she is a gifted dog at this venue.
Saucy is already qualified for the 2016 NOC so this enables me to chase our
field goal and maybe still have enough time to prepare for the next NOC. Right
now I am just enjoying the ride with such a special dog. Thank you Soupy and
Reno for my precious Saucy.

Sweeping the competition

at the 2015 NOC event 

were winners: 1st Place

OTCH HigH TimeS

iNSTaNT SOuP uDX2

Om4 SH Na NaJ (495.5)

owned by Bridget Carlsen;

2nd Place NOC OTCH

HigH TimeS RiS’N

aBOve THe TiDe uDX23

Ogm Re (493.5) owned by

Kathleen Rasinowich-

Platt; 3rd Place OTCH

gOlDeNlOCH maKiN’ a

STaTemeNT uDX15 Ogm

(492.5) owned by gary J.

Platt; 4th Place OTCH

SuNSPlaSH NO FRee

Time uDX26 Ogm Re Oa

OaJ NaP NJP (490.0++)

owned by Helen Smith.



NOC OTCH HIGH TIMES RIS’N ABOVE THE TIDE UDX25 OGM RE OBHF
CCA – “Buoy” Owner: Kathleen Rasinowich-Platt 

OTCH GOLDENLOCH MAKIN’ A STATEMENT UDX16 OGM OBHF
“Bubba” Owner: Gary J. Platt 

OTCH HIGH TIMES UNCHARTED WATERS UDX7 OGM GN RA OBHF
“Beacon” Owner: Handler: Kathleen J Rasinowich-Platt

Competing in the AKC National Obedience Championship (NOC) is something
we look forward to each year. It is one of the most, if not the most, prestigious event for
obedience, and we love being a part of it. It is an honor to attend and be among the best
in the country. The NOC is also a big reunion of dog friends not otherwise seen on a
regular basis.

Kathy was honored to have her two dogs invited this year. This was the sixth time
she has shown two dogs in this event. Kathy showed “Buoy,” NOC OTCH High Times
Ris’n Above the Tide UDX25 OGM RE and “Beacon,” OTCH High Times Uncharted
Waters UDX7 OGM GN RA. Beacon is Buoy’s half-brother, having the same mother,
OTCH High Times Belvedere Duck Soup, owned by Bridget Carlsen. Both dogs have
their own style. On Saturday Kathy got in and out of the rings 16 times, doing several
exercises in each ring spread throughout the day. On Sunday she was in and out of the
ring seven times in one hour. Throughout the weekend Kathy was fortunate only to
have two conflicts. The judges were very understanding, which was greatly appreciated. 

Buoy, like a marathon runner, was able to pace himself and put his energy where he
needed to apply it. He was very focused and consistent. Buoy was always ready to work,
making going into the ring many times throughout the day much easier. Beacon, like a
sprinter, loved going fast. Beacon tries to absorb as much as he can, while still perform-
ing mostly as he should. Beacon takes more time and effort to get focused before enter-
ing the ring. Beacon was able to settle in and perform without significant deductions.
Kathy’s goal was to be ready for each ring. Among other things, that meant being at the
gate with the correct equipment and remaining composed. Kathy was happy that both
dogs started in the same ring. Last year was more complicated, since each of her dogs
started in different rings, with different equipment, doing different exercises. 

This was Buoy’s seventh NOC. Buoy’s accomplishments at this event include win-
ning in 2010 and 2013. He was first runner-up in 2009, 2011 and 2015. This was Bea-
con’s second NOC. Last year in Harrisburg, PA, Beacon was first runner-up (winning a
tie breaker heel free with Gary’s Bubba), and Beacon also won the Sporting Group. This
year he was fifth overall and third in the Sporting Group. 

Gary competed at the NOC with “Bubba,” OTCH High Times Mak’n a Statement
UDX16, OGM and was the second runner-up. Bubba is a half-brother to Beacon and
has the same sire, OTCH MACH High Times What a Hoot UDX (owned by Bridget
Carlsen). Bubba has been quite consistent at the NOC. Gary and Bubba have shown at
the NOC each of the past four years and have earned a placement in the overall top four
in three of the four years. 

This was our third NOC where husband and wife placed in the final four. It has
been fun to share our experience. 

We like the new format, with the top 50 advancing to Sunday. Reducing the num-
ber of people and dogs advancing makes for a shorter Sunday for exhibitors and judges.
A disadvantage of only the top 50 advancing eliminates some competitors that may have
wanted to compete for two days. Yet, recognizing each of the top 4 group placements on
Saturday was a nice way to celebrate accomplishments of the various breeds entered. We
would prefer to see the accumulation of scores from Saturday and Sunday that AKC has
done in the past. With this new format the NOC placements were based solely upon
Sunday’s performances. The late and great Bob Self Sr. might have agreed, as Bob used
to say “The high combined award goes to the best-trained dog.” 

Congratulations to Bridget Carlsen and Saucy, what a performance at Saucy’s first
NOC! Congratulations to Helen Smith for placing third runner-up with Pounce.
Cheers to Sunday’s top 20 survivors. These teams were deserving of their placements,
and we consider many to be personal friends. It is an honor to simply be invited to the
Nationals, an inspiration to attend, and truly exhilarating to do well.

2015 AKC National Obedience Championship, continued

SECOND PLACE Score 493.5

THIRD PLACE Score 492.5

FIFTH PLACE Score 490.0+

2nd

3rd

5th



OTCH SUNSPLASH NO FREE TIME UDX28 OGM RE OA
OAJ NAP NJP OBHF CCA – “Pounce” Owner: Helen Smith

People that are close to me may get sick of hearing, “Pounce is
my once-in-a-lifetime dog.” He is the perfect partner in the obedi-
ence ring, at home or at the lake. He has earned 200 High in Trials,
214 High Combineds and 16 perfect 200 scores. I have been show-
ing Goldens in obedience for 45 years. Pounce is my eighth OTCH
and definitely has far exceeded my expectations. I lost his dad at an
early age in a car accident and Pounce had to start “playing the
game” at an early age. I started showing him at 13 months, and he
earned his OTCH one week after the age of two. I think he’s the sec-
ond youngest Golden in the history of the breed to have done so.
He has been invited to the NOC every year, and this is his second
time to place in the top four. 

I could never have gone to all of these wonderful events if it
wasn’t with the support of my wonderful husband who has more
vacation than I do and will take Pounce and drive the “boy’s trip” to
the event, while I fly in the day or two before. I feel these events are
so important to the sport, as this is where we meet and see the dogs
and handlers from other parts of the country and where we see per-
formances that inspire us to do better. Purina was a wonderful site to
hold such an event, and I like the fact that the Top 50 were recog-
nized, then the Top 20 and then the Top 10. Pounce did have a mis-
take the first day, but he kept working his heart out and we were
able to advance to Sunday with a clean slate and try again. I think 

the new format did give us the advantage to keep trying and hope to
go on! I again thank all the people that came together to help to
make the event so special, all the wonderful friends you make while
showing, again my supportive husband and always… my breeder,
Susan Pilkerton of Sunsplash Goldens for giving me the honor of
owning such a partner! Now making the plans for next year!  

OTCH GOLDENLOCH LAY DOWN YOUR BETS UDX13
OGM RN OBHF – “Layla” Owner: Peggy McConnell

Layla is probably my once-in-a-lifetime dog. Her basic personal-
ity is happy and very biddable. Sometimes even while sleeping she is
wagging her tail! She was 2nd all-breed, 1st Golden in 2014 and
placed 6th at the 2015 NOC, losing a three-way runoff for 4th
place. This was her best performance at the NOC and, for me, the
most memorable. 

I felt that the venue at the Purina Farms was wonderful with
plenty of room, grass and parking. The stewards did a fantastic job,
the practice ring ran smoothly and I think the score tabulation was
the best it has ever been. I absolutely loved the reception. Not only
was the food very good, but the location was convenient and I liked
having it early. It was so good to get to visit with people as there is
just no time during the trial. I also liked it better than a dinner, as
with the reception people could leave as early as they wanted. I
mostly liked the new format. I liked that the group placements were
made on Saturday, as attendance was better (that was also probably
helped by people waiting for the Top 50 results and because tabula-
tions were conducted quickly). I also liked that the top dogs in each
section (Top 50, Top 20 and winners) were recognized. However, I
felt that the runoffs should have been judged by two judges rather
than one, just like the judging of the Top 20. Further, my overall
impression is that people did not like that scores were not carried
over in that a dog could bust an exercise and place above a dog that
had passed all exercises. Overall, it was an excellent event! 

FOURTH PLACE Score 490.0++

SIXTH PLACE Score 490.0

2015 AKC National Obedience Championship, continued
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CH OTCH; CAN CH; SHR DOCMAR WESTMARCH DENIM
JEANS UDX6 OGM VER RE JH AX AXJ WC VCX OD OBHF
“Deni” Owner: Judy super

“Deni” comes from all conformation lines and is proof positive
that non-field bred Goldens can be top workers too. Nearing nine
years old, Deni has enjoyed a diverse career including obedience,
agility, field, rally, conformation and motherhood, excelling in every
venture (except her WCX where she broke on the water!). 

Some highlights include 30 High In Trials to date with multiple
High Combineds; numerous Sweepstakes wins as a puppy, gundog,
and veteran; U.S. and Canadian Championships earned completely
owner-handled; group placements in both countries; JH in four tri-
als; OD from one litter of four boys; two exciting wins as a veteran
including Best of Breed over 10 specials; and, of course, the thrill of
competing and placing 7th at the NOC where Deni enjoyed each
ring to the utmost.

One extra special part of the NOC was “Team Deni” who
cheered us on and navigated us from ring to ring wearing custom-
designed team shirts. Paula Ellis, Jessie Douglas and Deni’s super
supportive breeder, Jane Docter, made our NOC experience extra
special.

Deni’s smile and remarkable sense of humor are her trademarks,
as is the joy she exhibits working. I so often hear “we just love to
watch your dog.” When not training, Deni’s favorite things are
walks and holding down the couch. “Deni Dog” is such as blessing
and pretty much perfect in my eyes.

OTCH WEBSHIRE’S TAKODA CODE TALKER VCD3 UDX5 OGM
RE JH WCX OBHF VCX – “Takoda” Owner: Nancy Peterson

“Takoda” is a five-year-old, high-energy
guy that loves to do any activity. He and I
have been fortunate to be invited to the
National Obedience Championship for the
last two years. I never thought that, due to
the difficulty of getting an invitation for a
Golden, we would ever be able to attend, so
going two years in a row is quite a thrill for
us. It is fun to compete at the National level
and to see dogs and handlers from out of
your area. We were very happy to place in the
Top 10. 

The format this year was quite different
from the previous year.  Everyone got to
compete both days and your score started
over after each new cut, whereas last year it
was all cumulative. It was nice last year that
everyone got to play on the second day, but
this year seemed faster paced and the dogs
needed to have more endurance to remain
competitive. There were amazingly few fail-
ures after two solid days of competing. The
NOC was very well run, and it was a won-
derful experience and great fun to help repre-
sent our wonderful breed and companions. 

2015 AKC National Obedience Championship, continued

Seventh Place Score 487.5

Eighth Place Score 487.5



CH OTCH MORGAN’S LIL’ BIT OF SKYEFIRE UDX3 OM4
TD MH NA OAJ WCX** VCX DDHF OBHF CCA 

“Beau-D” Owner: Christy Thomas

This was my first time attending the AKC National Obedience
Championship (NOC). I found it to be both grueling and a thrilling
experience. We qualified at the Region 2 Qualifying event in July.
We had the highest combined score of those using this event to
qualify. Once we qualified and showed at the All Star Obedience
Tournament a week later, Beau-D and I headed back out into the
field to train for the GRCA National Field Trial Qualifying Stakes
and hunting tests. Between July and the NOC in March, Beau-D
and I showed nine days of obedience trials to get ready. Beau-D
came back strong, even earning a 200, so I felt confident we were
ready for the trip to Purina Farms and the NOC.

My goal was to make the Top 50. When we did that, it changed
to being in the Top 20. Well, we surpassed that goal and placed 10th
overall after winning a run off. Beau-D qualified all 20 times in the
ring, losing a total of just 44 points out of 1,770. I have to thank
Mike Macdonald, for the advice he gave me during our two lessons,
and Karen Thompson, for being my support team at the NOC. 
I really appreciated the dedication and hard work that the volun-
teers, stewards and AKC staff put into making this a real classy
event. The judges did a fantastic job also. They were patient when I
had to run from one ring to their ring, plus they always made me
feel welcome. Attending and competing was an amazing experience!

Tenth Place Score 484.0+

2015 AKC National Obedience Championship, continued


